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Student Essay Competition
Over the summer CiS re-launched the student
essay competition. The topic up for discussion
was “Science and Faith” and our judges were
very impressed by the overall quality of the essays
received.
The winning essay (reproduced below) was by
Mary Wood, who is just starting her PhD in
Chemistry at Cambridge. Second place went to
Esther Ng, a first year Masters student at UCL,
whose essay, The Neurological Basis for Belief, is
available to read on the CiS website.
Huge thanks to all the entrants and also to our
judges, Clare Foster, Simon Kolstoe and Meric
Srokosz.

Faith & Science
‘It is the glory of God to conceal things, but the
glory of kings is to search things out.’[1]
Of the numerous facets that distinguish humanity
as a species, curiosity is one of the most often
maligned. Children are cautioned to beware
of this alleged cat-murderer (originating from a
misquotation of Ben Jonson’s play Every Man In
His Humour, in which he pronounces that ‘Care’ll
Kill a Cat’[2]). Even that much-revered theologian
of old, Saint Augustine, inexplicably produced
his own addendum to the Bible by declaring
that prior to God’s creating spree in Genesis,
‘Curiosis fabricavit inferos’[3] (‘He fashioned hell for
the inquisitive’).
These adages, by no means isolated examples,
stem in part from the strong association of risk
with the perusal of our fascination concerning
1

the mysteries of the World around us; some of
the greatest discoveries are inextricably linked
with tragedy – Marie Curie died from radiation
poisoning following her investigations into
radioactivity, Captain Robert Scott died along
with his fellow explorers in his attempt to reach
the South Pole, an expedition conducted for
little other reason except that it was there to be
reached, and copious pages could be effortlessly
filled with similar examples.
Yet the Bible itself, despite Augustine’s
protestations, asserts the complete opposite,
as is its wont with many of our worldly axioms.
The quotation above, taken from Proverbs,
characterises God as the perpetrator of a
treasure-hunt of epic proportions, with humanity
in the role of an excited child in search of the
coveted prize: the truth.
And certainly this seems to comply with what
we observe in our basic human nature; the very
reason we possess such a collection of deeplyingrained warnings against curiosity is because
we are innately curious beings and will stop at
little in our quest for understanding; Philip Yancey
puts it adroitly:
“Being human means grasping for something
more, just as Adam and Eve did. The computer,
in contrast, is a passive system: its goals and the
strength of its drive to reach them are those given it
by the designer. Left to itself, it will sit inert, awaiting
further orders. We will not; we look for new goals,
and, to reach them, are forced to solve problems
we did not have before; we do not let well enough
alone.”[4]
God made us beings that delight to search out
and uncover the secrets of creation. Scientific

explanation is conspicuous in the book of Genesis
by its absence; in this history of God’s status as
creator and his relationship with mankind, it is left
for future generations to uncover the mysteries of
the formation of the elements and the galaxies. We
are, however, informed that Adam was tasked with
the naming of each and every creature; it is clear that
part of mankind’s commission in subduing the Earth is
to discover, categorise and steward its riches, whilst
giving the glory to God as its sovereign creator. God
omits to inform us about the nature of neutrinos in the
Bible because it is his desire that we should discover
them for ourselves.
A desire for the truth, otherwise known as ‘curiosity’,
is thus a fundamental and essential human instinct. It
inspires science just as it pervades all aspects of life,
from court-room justice to the Buddhists’ eternal
quest for enlightenment. We are left frustrated by
cliffhangers, and feel considerable pity, if not derision,
for those who hide in fear from exposure to the truth,

like the proverbial head-burying ostrich. The world
of academia is most ruthless on those that fabricate
results, and most audible in praising those who
demonstrate integrity. The hero, Neo, of the film The
Matrix[5] is given a choice between continuing to live
in a world of comfortable fabrication or embracing the
terrifying true world; the audience backs him every
time as he barely hesitates in selecting the latter.
In faith as in science, history bulges with philosophers
and theologians, with countless wars fought over
ecumenical trivia. We are desperate for the truth that
lends meaning to our endeavours – for what, after all,
is science if there is no significance to our existence
beyond the dryness of academic research? It is God’s
ubiquitous character that lends the richness and
excitement to new discoveries.
Fortunately God rewards the curious with answers
that satisfy: ‘Seek and you will find’[6]. Just as the scientist
who is sincere in their pursuit of veracity will continually

The CiS Student Conference 2012:

Questions of Science and Faith
Saturday 4th February

Can we believe
Genesis today?

How do we approach How do I live out my
bioethical dilemmas?
faith in the lab?
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others?

Speakers include: Ernest Lucas (Bristol Baptist College), John Bryant (Exeter)
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increase their knowledge, so are we permitted insight
into the great mysteries of God’s will through his word.
Just as in science those who fear the risk too much to
investigate the unknown are those that will never reap
the enormous benefits of research, those that never
dare to truly seek the meaning of our existence will
miss out on the greatest prize of all.
From Newton to Faraday it is easy to see why science
and faith walk together so naturally in the lives of many,
united as they are by their unquenchable thirst for
truth. Indeed, and perhaps counterintuitively to initial
presumption, faith has the advantage over science
in proffering certainty, since ‘Faith is the assurance of
things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen’[7],
whereas every scientists is only too aware of the
constant presence of cautionary error margins and the
necessity of expressing results in terms of the often
negligible accuracy that can be assumed; the very
names of some scientific laws show just how nebulous
our understanding can be – consider Heisenberg’s
Uncertainty Principle! And yet the Christian is allowed
that amazing privilege of certainty – it is not a cautious
or timid belief, a clutching onto straws we are fervently
hoping are actually there, but a firm standing upon the
rock of assurance. The Christian may be assured and
confident of their status before God, whilst joyfully
exploring the marvellously complex and intricate world
that he has bequeathed to us; science adds further joy
to faith, and faith gives eternal meaning and purpose to
the endeavours of science.

interview with the new CiS
publications secretary, matthew
whittle
Matt is based in Durham and as well as taking
on the role of CiS Publications Secretary is also
involved in running the CiS Durham group.
Tell us what you’ve been doing until now.
I’m just beginning the third year of my PhD at the
University of Durham. I’m an engineer and my
research is focused on how to make the electrical
components of wind turbines more reliable. I hadn’t
really thought about doing a PhD until the final year
of my undergraduate course. I was enjoying my final
year research project when my supervisor mentioned
that there was the opportunity for me to do a PhD,
and I went for it. I’m really glad I did - it’s been a steep
learning curve, but I’m enjoying it.

Mary Wood, August 2011
Bibliography
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What do you do for fun?
I love music. I play the piano, guitar and accordion
(not very well!) which gives me a lot of joy. In the
last year or so I’ve been playing in my church’s ceilidh
band, which is great fun. I’m also currently learning
Portuguese. I wouldn’t say it’s an easy language to pick
up, but it’s definitely interesting! I like reading, with my
favourite author being Charles Dickens, although I also
enjoy non-fiction, especially history and science-faith

(of course!). I enjoy sport in general, but I especially
love football, which I play most weeks.
Who have been the most important role
models in your life?
My parents. Their unswerving commitment to love
and justice continues to inspire me.
What challenges have you come across as a
Christian and a scientist?
There is quite a widespread misconception that
science and religion have always been in conflict. It’s
not taken very seriously by most historians of science,
but it is a very commonly held view outside of this
particular academic bubble. I think trying to effectively
counter this misconception has been one of the
biggest challenges that I’ve faced. There are many
ethical challenges of course, but I wouldn’t say that
I’ve met any that are specific to being a Christian in
science.
How has your faith helped you as a scientist
or vice versa?
My faith motivates me. It provides ‘the guiding hand in
my work and in the rest of my life’ (at least when I let
it). I think my science helps my faith in the way that it
informs my ethical decisions. When making a decision
its important to have the right attitude, but it also helps
to have high quality data to inform the decision. I guess
my understanding of science helps me to gather this
high quality data which informs my decision making.
What science-faith book have you most
enjoyed/found most helpful?
I have to pick just one? That’s too difficult! I think I’m
going to ignore that and suggest a few! Most things by
John Polkinghorne and Alister McGrath. Also Miracles
by C.S. Lewis, and I know it’s not exactly science-faith,
but Orthodoxy by G.K. Chesterton. I also remember
my Grandpa lending me John Houghton’s The Search
for God: Can Science Help? when I was beginning to
grapple with science- faith issues, and I found that to
be very helpful.
On the role of Publications Secretary
I recently became the CiS Publications Secretary and
I’m currently trying to work out the vision for the role.
4

I personally don’t think there’s any point competing
with Amazon for online sales, although that said,
if people would prefer to buy online through CiS I
would like to ensure that that’s still an option.
I would like CiS to offer high quality book reviews on
our website (similar to those published in the journal)
as I think this would fill a niche and would be valuable
in reaching out to a wider audience. I would also be
keen to have a publications discussion stream on the
forum to facilitate debate about books and papers.
Book stalls at conferences and events are always a
good thing and I think we should continue to provide
this service, together with a list of recommended
books and resources for local groups.
If you would like more information about publications
at CiS or have any suggestions for Matt, please e-mail
him on m.w.g.whittle@durham.ac.uk.
local group news
If you live somewhere that does not have a local
group but you wish it did, please get in touch with the
Development Officer, Becky Lowton (becky@cis.org.
uk) about starting up a new group in your area.
There is currently strong interest in forming local
groups in the following centres around the UK:
Peterborough: please contact Les Batty
(les.batty@mac.com)
Inverness / Highlands of Scotland: please
contact Dr Alan Fraser (alantambo@uwclub.net)
A NEW CiS GROUP IN SURREY!
The inaugural event of the newly-formed Surrey
chapter of Christians in Science will take place on Nov
22nd from 7.30 at Christchurch, Purley (CR8 2BN).
Rodney Holder will be joining us to discuss the topic
of ‘Science & Faith - Friends or Foes’.
Please forward details on to anyone you know in the
Surrey area who might be interested. Contact Joy
Perkins at joyeperkins@googlema
il.com for more
information or to be added onto the mailing list.

bristol
Dr Rhoda Hawkins (Lecturer in Physics, Sheffield
University) spoke to us on Friday 28th October, on the
topic of Necessary evils? From forest fires to disease.
Recordings of our previous events are available
through our webpage on the CiS website. For more
information about events, or to be added to our
mailing list please contact cmbbiggs@googlemail.com.
CAMBRIDGE
Details of future events are available at
www.st-edmunds.cam.ac.uk/faraday/Lectures.php.

Ireland
Revd Prof David Wilkinson will be speaking in Ireland
on Thursday 24th November with a lunchtime lecture
at University Road Moravian Church, Belfast and an
evening lecture at Trinity College, Dublin.
For more information about these and other events
and activities visit www.cis.org.uk/ireland/ or contact
Peter van der Burgt (peter.vanderburgt@nuim.ie).
LIVERPOOL
The Liverpool group are continuing to meet together
regularly. Contact Neville Cobbe (neville.cobbe@
liverpool.ac.uk) for information on meeting times.

CENTRAL SOUTH
Our most recent event took place on Thursday 3rd
November when Revd Dr Rodney Holder spoke
on ‘God and the Multiverse: A Response to Stephen
Hawking’.
Recordings of our previous lectures can be
downloaded from our webpage. If you would like
further information about the Central South Group
please go to our webpage or e-mail s.kolstoe@ucl.
ac.uk.
Durham
Contact Alan Roberts (a.w.roberts@durham.ac.uk)
for information about future events in the Durham
area.
Edinburgh
Please contact Gavin Merrifield (g.d.merrifield@sms.
ed.ac.uk) for details of upcoming events in Edinburgh.
Glasgow
If you would like details of CiS Glasgow please contact
Dr Lawrence Osborne (lawrence@lhosborn.co.uk).

Leeds
An exciting autumn for CiS Leeds, Professor of
Biochemistry and CiS Chair Keith Fox joined us on
Friday Oct 21st to discuss the topic DNA and God,
and Revd Dr Ernest Lucas, Vice-Principal and Tutor
in Biblical Studies at Bristol Baptist College, will join
us on Thursday Nov 17th to speak on the subject of
Genesis 1-3.
Ernest’s talk will take place at South Parade Baptist
Church, Headingley, Leeds, beginning at 7.30 pm.
Please contact John Lockwood (jglockwood1@
me.com) for details of these and other events or to
be added onto the mailing list.
MANCHESTER
CiS Manchester are about to begin a Test of Faith
course with sessions taking place on the 9th,16th and
23rd November at St Peter’s Chaplaincy, Oxford Rd.

Harrow
For details of future events please contact Revd
Lyndon North (revlnorth@aol.com, 07747 638783).

Our next speaker event will be a Christmas themed
evening (complete with mulled wine and mince
pies!) on the 7th December at the St Peter’s House
Chaplaincy on Oxford Road. Prof David Watts
(Manchester University) will speak on ‘The Star of
Bethlehem: the myth and the reality.’

Ipswich
For information about future events in Ipswich please
contact Dr John Ling (jjling@btopenworld.com).

Please contact Becky Lowton (rebecca.lowton@
googlemail.com) for further details of any of these
events or to be added on to the mailing list.

Header photos, both Petr Kratochvil: www.publicdomainpictures.net/view-image.php?image=10712&picture=brown-beech-leaves, www.publicdomainpictures.net/view-image.php?image=2287&picture=spider-net-with-dew
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new CiS website!

CiS Residential conference

We have recently launched our newly redesigned
website! Go to www.cis.org.uk to have a look.

The programme for the CiS residential conference is
coming together with plenary sessions including History
of Science and Religion, Cosmology, The Neurosciences,
Biology, Ethical Challenges, Creation Care, Using Science
for the Benefit of Others and Computers & A.I.

norwich
CiS Norwich recently partnered with Science and
Faith in Norfolk to put on an event at Norwich
Cathedral. The event took place of the evening of the
17th October, during which Prof Sir Colin Humphreys
spoke on the topic “Science and the Gospel Truth:
What happened at Easter?”
Please contact info@cis.norwich.org.uk for details
about upcoming events in the Norwich area.
nottingham
CiS Nottingham meets regularly for discussion of
science - faith issues. Please contact Geoff Bagley
(geoffbagley@me.com) for further information.
Oxford
The Oxford group held a meeting on Monday 3rd
October at St Andrew’s Church, during which Prof
Sir Colin Humphreys spoke on “The Mystery of the
Last Supper: Reconstructing the Final Days of Jesus”.
Please e-mail diana.briggs@wolfson.oxon.org for
information about this topic or to be added on to the
Oxford group’s mailing list.
south west
Please contact Prof David Huntley (dhuntley@
plymouth.ac.uk) for details of science - faith events in
the south west.

Submissions for the next PrÉCiS

Confirmed speakers include: Denis Alexander
(Cambridge), John Hedley Brooke (ISSR), Allan
Chapman (Oxford), Peter Clarke (Lausanne), Mike
Clifford (Nottingham), Alasdair Coles (Cambridge),
Simon Conway Morris (Cambridge), Elaine Ecklund
(Rice University), Peter Harris (A Rocha), Katharine
Hayhoe (Texas Tech), Rodney Holder (Cambridge),
Gareth Jones (Otago), Ed Larson (Pepperdine), Alister
McGrath (KCL), Jonathan Moo (Whitworth), Bill
Newsome (Stanford), Lionel Tarassenko (Oxford), Bob
White (Cambridge), Jennifer Wiseman (NASA) and
John Wyatt (UCL).

We would love to receive your contributions for the
next issue of PréCiS - please send to Becky Lowton
at becky@cis.org.uk by the 31st December.

We’re sure you’ll agree that this is a very exciting lineup! Be sure to save the dates!

Legacies
If you would like information about donating to CiS
through your Will, please contact the CiS treasurer
(treasurer@cis.org.uk).
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